2.5-5.75 MILE
CIRCULAR WALK

Wye
The
KINGS HEAD

This walk takes you
from the centre of Wye
village and then through
farm and woodland
whilst taking in two
ancient village churches.
You’ll walk over weirs and train tracks,
through farmland and up onto the North
Downs Way Trail. From the North Downs
Way you will be able to see across the

INformation
This is a moderate walk with
a steep incline on the longest
walk. At the lowest point you
will be 96 ft above sea level
and at its highest point you
will be 523 ft above sea
level. In total you will
ascend 617 ft.

Variety of country
roads, woodlands,
orchards, tarmac
roadways, mud, grass
and agricultural fields.
Walking boots are
recommended.

Elevation

Paths

valley to the Wye Downs in the distance
before passing by The Church of Allsaints
in Boughton Aluph, the origins of which
can be traced back to Anglo Saxon times.
From here you can enjoy the animals
and orchards of Perry Court Farm before
returning to the village of Wye and the
Kings Head pub.

We want to hear
from you!
Share pictures of your walking
experiences online using
#ShepsWalks

This walk starts and
finishes at the Kings Head,
Wye. This award winning
foodie pub, with rooms, is
based in the picturesque
village of Wye, in the heart
of the Kent Downs.

5 ¾ Miles - 2 ¼ hours
4 ¾ Miles - 1 ¾ hours
2 ½ Miles - 50 mins

The Kings Head, Wye

Distance & Time

Note
Please note that dogs must be
kept under control at all times
as livestock may be in fields, and
gates should be left how you find
them. The public footpaths

www.kingsheadwye.uk

should remain as published
here and are generally marked
by small circular markers or

Find out more at:
www.shepherdneame.co.uk/walks

signposts. Please take care of
passing traffic when walking
on country lanes as well as on
all footpaths for trip and slip
hazards. Please be aware that
the landscape is farmed
and is subject to change
from time to time.

The KINGS HEAD
Wye
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Route A (4 ¾ miles) starts. At the country lane turn left towards the A28, you will need
to cross over the road very carefully and bear towards Everett House and the footpath
to the left. For the shorter route, take the left hand footpath when you reach a style at
200m on the left.
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At the end of the pathway there is an arch in the hedge over a small bridge; go through the
archway and continue through the field until you reach a small country lane, where you will need
to take the left hand route.
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*Route A joins the longer route here. Continue down the slope to the bottom where you will
see a gate and Soakham Farm.
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For the longer route, continue along the inclined wooded path. You may encounter some
fallen trees that you will have to bend to go beneath. At the top of the incline bear left
through the new, young woodland. It is here you will see signs for the North Downs way,
follow this until you reach a byway and turn left here were the path will begin a downward
incline.
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Turn left out of the pub and continue along the pavement towards the church.
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At the gate you have the option of continuing on the longer 5 ¾ mile route or taking path B for
the 4 ¾ mile route.
For the longer route you need to continue through the gate on a stony path through Soakham
Farm. When you reach the road, cross and continue on the footpath signposted Boughton
Lees on the North downs way. You will continue across fields and will want to keep on the left
track and head across the fields towards Boughton Aluph Church. (Note: the styles are on the
left of the gates). When you have passed the church on your right you will reach a footpath
crossroads.
For the shorter route, turn left to cross the field, at the end of the field carefully cross the A28 and on the left
you will see the footpath through a field. (This footpath will meet Route i at point ii.) For both shorter routes
continue through fields until you reach Bramble Lane where you turn left again to point 13.

At the church follow the left hand footpath which will take you through the church yard and
to a pathway.
At the footpath crossroads, turn left, this will take you past several houses on your left
onto a country lane next door to Fairlawns cattery. Turn left on the lane and you will
shortly come to a gate in the hedge on the righthand side. Continue through the gate
and on the clear footpath through the field until you reach the A28. Cross carefully.
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This will reach another path where you will want to take the left hand route through Wye Court
farm buildings.
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Route i marks the start of the shortest route of 2.5 miles*. You will cross as mall
stream where the path leads along the edge of a field towards the river and the
railway line. Cross carefully over the railway and then abridge and follow the
pathway. *Continue along the footpath to your left, after 100m it will bear to
the right and after another 100m you will want to take the left hand footpath
(go to section 9).
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Continue on the clearly marked footpath straight ahead which will take you through
Perry Court Farm orchards and fields and onto the North Downs Way for ¾ mile until
you reach Harville Road.

At the road, turn left
towards the railway line
and Wye station.
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At the Station turn right,
cross the bridge by
the weir and continue
straight up Bridge Street
to Church Street.
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When you reach Church
Street, turn left and you
will see the Kings Head.

